Date:______________
8.5 Notes: Applying Integer Operations

BEDMAS
Calculate the following:
(-10) ÷ (-2) – (+4) x (+6) =

(-16) ÷ [ (+5) – (+6) + (-7) ] =

(-3) + (-4) x (-2) – (+6) =

(-2) - (+4) x (-5) ÷ (+2) =

Can you predict whether: (-) x (-) x (-) – (-) x (-) x (-) is positive or negative?

Johnny has $4, he has to repay Gary $3, but he collects $7 from Karen. He goes
to the roulette table and doubles his money. Write an equation to model this
situation.
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When working with integers, it is important to remember what the integer means!

Joe is on a staircase, and climbs -3 steps every second. After 4 seconds, where is
he compared to his starting position?

A submarine climbs 50m in 40 seconds. How fast is it ascending?

For the past 6 weeks, Frederick has deposited $30 every week. However, for the
past 4 weeks, he has had to withdraw $50. Using only addition statements, write
an equation to show how much his bank balance has changed by.
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Weather this week is cold. The daily temperatures were (+3o), (-1o), (+2o), (-4o),
and (+5o). Determine the mean temperature.

+/- ratings are often used in sports. Kevin Bieksa had the following ratings in his
last 4 games.:
What is his total +/- for the trip?

Game

+/- Rating

vs Calgary

-1

vs Ottawa

+4

vs Toronto

+3

vs Montreal

-2

What was his mean +/- per game?

What would he need in his next game to get an
average +/- of +2?

Sami Salo currently has a +/- rating of +3. If he gets a -2 rating for each of the
remaining games, how many games will he need to play in order to get a total rating
of -9?

Summary:
Mean is
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